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Introduction
RBPs bind sequence and/or structural motifs in nuclear pre-mRNAs to direct their processing, and bind mature mRNAs to control their translation, localization, and stability. RBPs of the Rbfox, CUG-BP/Elav-like (CELF) and muscleblind-like (MBNL) families are important and highly conserved regulators of developmental and tissue-specific alternative splicing Rbfox2, a close homolog of Rbfox1 (Underwood et al., 2005) , is required for neural development (Gehman et al., 2012) , regulates epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) (Baraniak et al., 2006) , and is required for human embryonic stem cell (ESC) survival (Yeo et al., 2009 ). The consensus binding motif for Rbfox proteins -UGCAUG or simply GCAUG -has been determined by systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) and is conserved from nematodes through vertebrates (Jin et al., 2003; Ponthier et al., 2006) . However, the iterative selection steps used in SELEX favor recovery of just the strongest binding motifs and may not detect moderate and lower affinity motifs. Only about ⅓ to ½ of Rbfox2 binding sites identified in vivo contain these canonical motifs (Jangi et al., 2014; Yeo et al., 2009 ), but it has remained unclear whether this RBP can recognize other sequence motifs. In general, motifs recognized by RBPs with lower affinity are more challenging to characterize, but such motifs may play biological roles that are as important as those played by higher affinity motifs. For RBPs that accumulate during development, like MBNLs, higher affinity motifs may be bound at earlier time points, while lower affinity motifs may specify regulation at later developmental time points or only in certain cell types where the RBP accumulates to high levels. CELF1 and MBNL1 proteins are functionally linked by their roles in development and disease, often regulating the same splicing targets in an antagonistic fashion. In heart development, during which CELF protein levels decrease and MBNL proteins accumulate, this antagonism may sharpen developmental splicing transitions (Kalsotra et al., 2008) . This developmental expression pattern reverses that seen in the muscle wasting disease myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1), in which expanded CUG repeats in the 3′ UTR of DMPK mRNAs reduce available cellular levels of MBNL proteins by sequestration (Mankodi et al., 2005; Taneja et al., 1995) , and CELF1 proteins are stabilized by hyperphosphorylation (KuyumcuMartinez et al., 2007) . CELF1 has three RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) that bind motifs with consensus UGU (Ladd et al., 2001; Marquis et al., 2006) . MBNL1 has two pairs of zinc fingers that are reported to bind preferentially to YGCY (Y = C or U) motifs (Ho et al., 2004) . To date, it has remained unclear whether MBNL1 primarily recognizes or single-or double-stranded RNA elements. CUG repeat RNA crystallizes as an A-form helix (Mooers et al., 2005) , with C and G bases paired and Us unpaired, and additional biochemical studies have shown that a mismatched RNA hairpin structure is important for recognition by MBNL1 (Warf and Berglund, 2007) . However, structures of MBNL1 zinc fingers cocrystallized with CGCUGU RNA suggested that MBNL1 recognizes single-stranded RNA (Teplova and Patel, 2008) . Additionally, the role of motif spacing and of intervening sequences between tandem motifs remain largely uncharacterized.
Widely used methods for mapping protein-RNA interactions in vivo based on ultraviolet cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) (Ule et al., 2003; Underwood et al., 2005) have contributed to understanding of post-transcriptional regulation. However, these techniques are laborious and require many selection steps that likely introduce various types of bias. Motif analysis from CLIP data is complicated by the fact that it does not distinguish binding by a single protein from binding of a protein complex, and it may preferentially detect uridine-rich sequences (Sugimoto et al., 2012) . Iterative binding approaches like SELEX, including recent high-throughput versions (Campbell et al., 2012) identify consensus motifs, but are not quantitative and are biased towards the highest affinity motifs. A newer method, RNAcompete, uses in vitro RNA-protein binding followed by microarray analysis, enabling high-throughput identification of RNA binding motifs (Ray et al., 2009; Ray et al., 2013) . However, the number of probes assayed and the low temperatures typically used make it difficult to analyze effects of RNA secondary structure on RNA binding, and RNAcompete does not yield K d values. Quantitative biophysical measurements including K d values can be obtained from methods such as electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) or surface plasmon resonance (SPR), but their throughput is quite low.
To better characterize the functions of biologically important RBPs, we sought to develop a method that would measure affinities to the full spectrum of bound RNAs in a quantitative and high-throughput manner. Methods for characterizing protein/DNA interactions that are both high-throughput and quantitative have been developed, including HT-SELEX and Bind-n-Seq, both of which use one-step binding to a pool of randomized DNA in vitro followed by deep sequencing (Jolma et al., 2010; Zykovich et al., 2009) , and HiTS-FLIP, which directly measures protein bound to double-stranded DNA on a flow cell (Nutiu et al., 2011) . We adapted the general approach used by HT-SELEX and Bind-n-Seq to the study of protein-RNA interactions in vitro in a method we call "RNA Bind-n-Seq" (RBNS). Our method adapts and extends these protein/DNA interaction assays in two important ways. First, we use multiple RBP concentrations to optimize analysis at different ranges of affinity. Second, we have expanded the analytical framework to more accurately estimate relative dissociation constants, and to assess the effects of RNA secondary structure on binding. RBNS analyses of RBFOX2, CELF1 and MBNL1 yielded comprehensive portraits of the sequence and RNA secondary structural determinants of RNA recognition by these factors. Analysis of data from systems in which these RBPs were depleted or inducibly overexpressed in mouse cells provided evidence of function for both non-canonical and canonical binding motifs identified in vitro. We observed good correlation between in vitro and in vivo binding overall, but found that motifs enriched by CLIP but not RBNS are not associated with regulatory activity. Therefore, RBNS aids in identification of highconfidence splicing-associated binding sites and is complementary to CLIP.
Results

Design considerations for RNA Bind-n-Seq experiments
RBNS is designed to dissect the sequence and RNA structural preferences of RBPs. A recombinantly expressed and purified RBP is incubated with a pool of randomized RNAs at several different protein concentrations, typically ranging from low nanomolar to low micromolar (Fig. 1A) . The RNA pool typically consists of random RNAs of length λ = 40 nt flanked by short primers used to add the adapters needed for deep sequencing. This RNA pool design simplifies library preparation, avoids biases that can result from RNA ligation, and ensures that any bacterial RNA carried over from protein expression will not contaminate the sequenced library. (In the unusual case where the RBP has significant affinity to primer RNA, different primer sequences must be substituted.) In each experiment, the RBP is captured via a streptavidin binding peptide (SBP) tag. RBP-bound RNA is reverse-transcribed into cDNA and barcoded sequencing adapters are added by PCR to produce libraries for deep sequencing. Libraries corresponding to the input RNA pool and to 5 or more RBP concentrations (including zero RBP concentration as an additional control), are sequenced in a single Illumina HiSeq 2000 lane, typically yielding at least 15-20 million reads per library.
Most RBPs bind single-stranded RNA sequence motifs 3-8 bases in length (Stefl et al., 2005) . Here, we performed one experiment using the RBFOX2 RRM with short oligonucleotides (λ = 10 nt). However, we soon realized that use of longer sequences (λ = 40 nt) provided comparable affinity measurements to short linear motifs of size k (kmers) in the range of interest (about 3 to 10 nt, Fig. S1 ) while also enabling assessment of RNA secondary structural and other contextual effects on binding that cannot be assessed using 10mers. Size λ = 40 nt is closer to the in vivo situation where RBPs typically bind long RNAs, but is within the range where structure can be most accurately predicted by thermodynamic RNA folding algorithms (Hofacker, 2003) .
RNA Bind-n-Seq comprehensively identifies known and novel motifs of RBPs
RBNS was performed using recombinant RBFOX2, MBNL1 and CELF1 proteins. For each protein, at each of several concentrations, motif read enrichment ("R") values were calculated for each kmer (for k = 5, 6, 7) as the ratio of the frequency of the kmer in the selected pool to the frequency in the input RNA library. In our typical zero concentration experiment, 99.9% of 6mers had R values less than 1.19, and the highest value was 1.21, indicating little if any sequence bias from the apparatus. The false discovery rate (FDR) was 1.2% for CELF1 7mers as judged by the 0 nM RBP experiment, and was ~0 for the other proteins (Methods).
For RBFOX2, at all concentrations ≥14 nM the 6mer UGCAUG had the highest R value (Fig. 1B and below) , confirming this well-known motif as the highest affinity 6mer. The enrichment of UGCAUG reached a maximum R of 22 at a protein concentration of 365 nM (Fig. 1B) . We derived an equation relating the observed R value to the relative affinity (ratio of dissociation constants) between nonspecific and specific binding under idealized conditions (Supp. Methods, equation 18). With R = 22, k = 6 and λ = 40, this equation implies at least ~900-fold higher binding affinity to UGCAUG than to nonspecific 6mers. All 8 of the 6mers that contain GCAUG had significant R values (Fig. 1B) , consistent with the known affinity of Rbfox proteins for this 5mer (Jin et al., 2003) . Several 6mers containing GCACG were also significant, indicating that this 5mer represents an alternate RBFOX2 binding motif. Certain other 6mers not containing GCAUG or GCACG, but often containing GCAU, also had significant R values, suggesting that RBFOX2 has some affinity for other RNA motifs as well (Table S1 ).
Proteins of the CELF family preferentially bind to UG-and UGU-containing motifs (Marquis et al., 2006; Timchenko et al., 1996) . For CELF1, a large number of 6mer and 7mer motifs had significant R values (7mer analysis shown in Fig. 1C ). Inspection of these motifs showed that the highest R values were observed for 7mers containing two UGU triplets. In fact, all 7mers containing two UGUs were significantly enriched, suggesting that presence of two UGUs is sufficient for strong binding and that CELF1 tolerates presence or absence of a 1 nt spacer between UGUs (Fig. 1C) . The highest 7mer R value observed for CELF1, R = ~8 for UGUUUGU, implies > ~250-fold binding affinity over background (Supp. Methods eq. 18), somewhat below that of RBFOX2 for UGCAUG. This observation and the fatter tail of the R value distribution emphasize that CELF1 binds a broader spectrum of motifs with lower affinity than RBFOX2. Of the top fifty 7mers, all contained at least one UGU. However, not every motif containing a single UGU was significant, and some 7mers lacking UGU were significantly enriched, indicating that RNA recognition by CELF1 is complex. Inspection of the top fifty CELF 7mers (Fig. S1D ) suggested that they can be clustered into 4 classes matching GUN x GU for x= 0,1,2,3, and a fifth class containing a single GU (Fig. 1E ).
MBNL1 is known to favor binding to YGCY motifs in vitro by SELEX (Goers et al., 2010) , and GCUU and UGCU were the top 4mers by CLIP-Seq (Wang et al., 2012) . The most enriched 7mers for MBNL1 contained either YGCU or GCUU, often supplemented by a second GC. The most enriched 7mer, GCUUGCU, contained both of these 4mers and had an R value near 9, slightly higher than the top value for CELF1 (Fig. 1D) . Overall, 54% of 7mers containing YGCU, and 61% of those containing GCUU, but only 9% of those containing YGCC had significant R values, suggesting that MBNL's specificity is better summarized as YGCU + GCUU rather than YGCY. MBNL1 7mers could be grouped into four classes matching GCN x GC for x= 0,1,2,3, and a fifth class matching YGCU (Fig. 1F ). MBNL1's observed preference for multiple GCs with variable spacing is consistent with previous studies (Cass et al., 2011) .
Relative dissociation constants are accurately estimated from RBNS
To better understand the dependence of R values on RBP concentration and to assess the extent and effects of experimental noise, we modeled RBNS experiments and predicted the output under various assumptions. In an idealized setting in which an RBP binds a high affinity motif X with K d = 5 nM and several moderate affinity motifs Y each with K d = 30 nM (assuming binding with 1:1 stoichiometry and a Hill coefficient of 1), the fraction of each motif bound is expected to follow essentially a sigmoidal function of RBP concentration, with half maximal binding to the motif occurring at a free protein concentration near the K d value ( Fig. 2A) . From the predicted binding fraction, assuming complete recovery of protein, the expected R value at each concentration can be determined under various assumptions about the affinity of the protein for non-specific RNA and the amount of non-specific RNA bound to the apparatus.
The modeled enrichment profiles (Fig. 2B) show that R values of high affinity motifs decrease as RBP concentrations become very high under all conditions tested. This effect is readily understood by considering that high RBP concentrations will tend to drive binding toward lower affinity RNAs (and high affinity motifs may become saturated), resulting in a lower fraction of high affinity motifs in RBP-bound RNA. These simulations also showed that even a small amount of nonspecific binding to the apparatus greatly reduces R values at very low RBP concentrations, because nonspecifically-recovered RNA dilutes the small amount of specifically-bound RNA. Together, these two effects produce a characteristic unimodal curve that peaks at intermediate RBP concentrations under a wide range of assumptions about affinities (Fig. 2C ).
Unimodal enrichment profiles for highly enriched kmers were observed for RBFOX2, CELF1 and MBNL1, in general agreement with our model under the assumption of moderate levels of nonspecific background (Fig. 2D) . In all cases, R values near 1 were observed at RBP concentrations of 0 nM and began to climb above 1 in the low (4 to 40) nM range, decreasing to near 1 at the highest (micromolar) protein concentrations. For each factor, the relative rankings of kmers obtained at different protein concentrations were highly correlated, supporting the assay's robustness (Table S2) .
Next, we sought to estimate K d values from RBNS data. The initial quantity of each kmer present was estimated based on the input RNA concentration (1μM), and the concentration of bound RNA was then calculated from the total concentration of protein-RNA complex, measured by Bioanalyzer analysis (Methods). The fraction of bound RNA attributable to binding at each specific kmer was then estimated using a novel "streaming kmer assignment" (SKA) algorithm (Supp. Methods). SKA generalizes the analytical approach of Supp. Methods eq. 18 in that it accounts for arbitrarily complex combinations of affinities to different kmers. The SKA algorithm assigns binding to a specific kmer in each sequence probabilistically, based on continually updated estimates of relative binding preferences, using multiple passes through the sequence read data (Supp. Methods), somewhat analogous to the streaming assignment of ambiguously mapping sequence reads to a genome introduced in the recently described eXpress algorithm (Roberts and Pachter, 2013) . Using simulated read data, we observed that assignments of binding locations within reads are more accurate when using SKA than when using raw R values or B values inferred using Supp. Methods eq. 18. In particular, SKA can distinguish bound motifs from motifs enriched through frequent overlap with bound motifs. For example, binding of RBFOX2 to GCAUG motifs will cause overlapping motifs of the form CAUGN (N = A, C, G or T) to be enriched in bound reads even if these motifs have no affinity for RBFOX2 except when preceded by a G. In these cases, the degree to which the bound motif is preferentially enriched enables the SKA algorithm to effectively "learn" to assign lower probabilities (typically near background levels) to overlapping motifs (Fig. S2, S3 ).
Using estimates of bound and free kmer concentrations, we define the "relative" K d value of a kmer as the ratio of the kmer's absolute dissociation constant to that of the highest affinity kmer (Methods). The kmers for which SKA predicts binding (those with absolute K d < 2000 nM) have relative K d estimates spanning several orders of magnitude that are highly correlated to SPR measurements (r = 0.94, P < 0.001) (Fig. 2E) . Similarly high correlations were observed relative to previously measured SPR data for RBFOX1, a close paralog of RBFOX2 with identical RNA binding domain (Fig. S4) . Together, these observations demonstrate that RBNS yields quantitative measures of protein-RNA affinity.
Secondary structure inhibits binding of Rbfox and CELF proteins to RNA
RBNS can also be used to detect effects of RNA structure on binding of RBPs. We applied the thermodynamically-based Vienna RNAfold algorithm (Hofacker, 2003) to sequence reads in order to assess the contribution of RNA structure to RBP:RNA interactions. In a motif-centric analysis, we analyzed folding of all RNAs harboring high affinity UGCAUG, UGUUU, or UGCUGC motifs in RBFOX2, CELF1 or MBNL1 RBNS datasets, respectively (as well as other motifs), and in control libraries. The probability of intramolecular base pairing at each base in the motif was calculated from the energy-weighted ensemble of structures and averaged across the bases in the motif to give the "average base-pairing probability" (ABP). Sequence reads were then binned by their ABP, and R values were calculated separately for each combination of motif, protein concentration and ABP bin. In these analyses, the bin with lowest ABP (0.0-0.2) was invariably the most enriched for both RBFOX2 and CELF1 binding at all non-zero RBP concentrations (Fig. 3A) , and R values decreased as ABP increased. Similar results were obtained when analyzing other top motifs for these two factors. Together, these data suggest that RBFOX2 and CELF1 preferentially recognize single-stranded RNA motifs and that intramolecular base-pairing directly competes with RBP recognition of these RNA motifs to a roughly similar extent for both proteins (Auweter et al., 2006; Edwards et al., 2013) .
MBNL1 binding tolerates pairing of GCs but favors unpaired Us
The RNA structure analysis for MBNL1 yielded a different pattern, with the highest R values observed for motifs with moderate ABP in the range 0.2-0.6. To better understand the impact of RNA structure on MBNL1 binding, we calculated the base-pairing probability for each base in bound sequences containing UGCUGC, and normalized to that of UGCUGC-containing RNAs in the input library, matching for C+G% content (Methods). This analysis showed no preference for lower base-pairing probabilities at GC positions, but showed substantially reduced base-pairing of Us in bound sequences (Fig. 3B) . A similar tolerance for pairing of the central GC dinucleotide and preference for unstructured flanking pyrimidine bases was observed for all high affinity MBNL1 motifs tested, including UGCUU, GCUUGC, CGCUU and GCUGCU, and remained when controlling for GpC dinucleotide content. Similar RNA folding analyses of data for RBFOX2 and CELF1 showed a relatively uniform preference for absence of structure at every position across the binding motif, again consistent with predominant binding to single-stranded RNA (Fig. 3B ).
MBNL motifs with unpaired Us are associated with ancient alternative exons
In a recent comparative study, we classified conserved exons by their pattern of alternative or constitutive splicing across four mammals and one bird (Merkin et al., 2012) , and observed that introns adjacent to exons alternatively spliced in all of the studied mammals ("ancient alternative exons") are enriched for MBNL and Rbfox motifs, among others. Curiously, we found that MBNL1 binding to these introns (assayed by CLIP-Seq) exceeded that expected based on motif enrichment by several fold, implying that these introns possess contextual feature(s) that favor binding of MBNL proteins. Performing RNA folding analysis of introns adjacent to exons of different classes, we observed that Us occurring in MBNL motifs such as GCUU that occur near ancient alternative exons have lower basepairing probability than similar motifs occurring near constitutive exons or more lineagerestricted alternative exons (which showed lower enrichment by CLIP) (Fig. 3C ). These observations suggest that ancient alternative exons have been selected for presence of MBNL motifs in contexts where the Us are unpaired, likely to facilitate binding by MBNLs.
Motifs identified in vitro are predominantly bound in vivo
To assess the extent to which RBNS motifs are bound in vivo, we compared to CLIP-Seq data. For RBFOX, a modified version of the high-resolution iCLIP procedure (Konig et al., 2010) was performed using tagged RBFOX2 in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) (Jangi et al., 2014) , enabling mapping of sites of crosslinking at nucleotide resolution (Methods).
Sites of crosslinking corresponded in many cases to canonical UGCAUG motifs or to the alternate motif, GCACG, identified above. For example, an iCLIP cluster overlapping a GCACG motif was observed in intron 2 of the Dyrk1a gene (Fig. 4A) . To systematically assess the in vivo binding specificity of RBFOX2, the number of crosslinking sites overlapping occurrences of UGCAUG and other motifs in introns and 3′ UTRs were compiled and visualized in a meta-motif representation (Fig. 4B) . Sharp peaks of crosslinking density directly over UGCAUG sites were present in both introns and 3′ UTRs, illustrating the high specificity of RBFOX2 binding and the high precision of the iCLIP method ( Fig. 4B; upper) . We also observed distinct peaks of crosslink density overlapping occurrences of the alternate motif, GCACG, in both introns and 3′ UTRs ( Fig. 4B; middle) , despite the lack of Us in this motif and the lower abundance of GCACG in the transcriptome (which likely results from presence of a mutation-prone CpG dinucleotide). These peaks were RBFOX2-specific: CLIP-Seq data from an unrelated RBP showed no significant enrichment near canonical or alternate RBFOX2 motifs (Fig. 4B, bottom) . Similar analyses of MBNL1 motifs using Mbnl1 CLIP-Seq data from our previously published study with C2C12 mouse myoblasts (Wang et al., 2012 ) yielded a pronounced peak over MBNL motifs such as GCUUGC in introns and 3′ UTRs ( Fig. 4C; upper) . Analysis of CELF1 CLIP-Seq data from a study of this factor's role in splicing and mRNA stability, also using mouse myoblasts (Wang et al., 2014) , yielded a similar peak in the vicinity of canonical CELF motifs such as UGUUGU ( Fig. 4C; lower) . The peaks observed in the MBNL1 and CELF1 CLIP data were not as sharp as those observed for RBFOX2, likely reflecting the lower resolution of the standard CLIP-Seq protocol relative to the iCLIP protocol used for RBFOX2. Again, these peaks were RBP-specific (not shown).
We next compared in vitro and in vivo binding across a broader spectrum of motifs. We defined a CLIP "signal:background" (S/B) ratio for each motif as the total CLIP-Seq read coverage overlapping occurrences of the motif ("signal") divided by the average of the CLIP coverage in 40 nt regions located at −80…−41 upstream and +41…+80 downstream of the motif, representing the background level of CLIP density in motif-containing transcripts. Comparing CLIP S/B values to RBFOX2 RBNS R values across all 6mers, we observed a strong correlation of these values for the set of motifs with significant R values, but not for other 6mers ( Fig. 4D; left) . In fact, 96% of 6mer motifs with significant R value had a CLIPSeq S/B above the median value for all 6mers (Table S3) , including not only all 6mers containing the canonical 5mer GCAUG but also all of those containing the alternate 5mer GCACG. Similar trends were observed for CELF1 and MBNL1, with CLIP-Seq S/B above the median observed for 96% of CELF1 and 99% of MBNL1 6mers with significant R values (Table S3 ; data for intronic sites in Fig. 4D ; data for 3′ UTR sites in Fig. S5 ). These observations suggest that the intrinsic binding preferences identified by RBNS determine in vivo binding locations of these proteins to a surprisingly large extent. The observation that virtually all RBNS enriched motifs had CLIP signal above the median suggests that a substantial majority of motifs detected in vitro by RBNS are bound in vivo to at least some extent. However, this relationship was not reciprocal: many motifs with high CLIP S/B were bound in vitro, but many others lacked significant in vitro binding, a phenomenon that we explore below.
Alternate and canonical motifs are associated with alternative splicing regulation
To explore the splicing regulatory activity of the RBFOX2 motifs identified by RBNS, mESCs with a range of RBFOX2 expression levels were generated. Over-expression of RBFOX2 to different extents was achieved by administration of various concentrations of doxycycline to an mESC line containing a tetracycline-inducible version of RBFOX2 (Jangi et al., 2014) . Inhibition of RBFOX2 expression was achieved by stably introducing vectors expressing short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) targeting the 3′ UTR of the endogenous gene (or shRNAs targeting GFP as a control). RNA-Seq analysis of cell lines expressing 8 different levels of RBFOX2 proteins was then performed to assess changes in alternative splicing.
Expression of Rbfox2 increased from 12 FPKM (fragments per kilobase of exon per million mapped fragments) in the lowest condition (shFOX2, 0 μg/mL DOX) to an FPKM of 32 at the highest induced level (shGFP, 1 μg/mL Dox), ranging from 40% to 123% of endogenous levels, still lower than occurs in certain mouse tissues (Fig. S6) . Protein levels were confirmed by Western analysis (Fig. 5A) . To systematically assess the consistency of changes in splicing, we defined a "monotonicity Z-score" (MZ) for each exon whose "percent spliced in" (PSI) value changed significantly (Wang et al., 2014) . MZ captures the extent to which the exon's PSI consistently increases (MZ > 0) or consistently decreases (MZ < 0) in a set of conditions with increasing levels of a regulatory factor, as is expected to occur for direct regulatory targets.
Applying this approach to a set of mouse alternative exons, the exons with the highest MZ scores were exon 9 of the UAP1 gene (MZ = 2.98) and the EIIIB exon of Fibronectin1 (MZ = 2.81). The latter is a well-established Rbfox2 target whose downstream intron contains six canonical UGCAUG motifs (Huh and Hynes, 1993; Jin et al., 2003; Lim and Sharp, 1998) . RNA-Seq data for the regulated UAP1 exon are displayed in Figure 5B , showing that the PSI value increases from below 10% in conditions where Rbfox2 is depleted, to 61% in the highest over-expression condition. To assess the extent to which particular sequence motifs were associated with splicing regulation, we defined an MZ score for each 6mer as the average MZ value of alternative exons which have the 6mer present in the first 200 bases of the downstream intron, a region in which RBFOX2 binding is associated with activation of exon inclusion (Ponthier et al., 2006; Yeo et al., 2009 ). Comparing motif MZ scores with RBNS R values of 6mers, we observed that >80% of 6mers with significant R values had positive MZ scores, consistent with a role in enhancement of splicing in response to increased RBFOX2 levels (Fig. 5C ). Positive MZ scores were observed not only for all 6mers containing the canonical GCAUG 5mer, but also for all 6mers containing the GCACG alternate motif, supporting that this motif confers RBFOX-dependent splicing regulation.
RBNS detects sequence bias in CLIP data
CLIP-Seq is a widely used and effective technique for mapping RBP binding sites in vivo {Licatalosi, 2008 #270; (Sugimoto et al., 2012) . However, the absence of alternative comprehensive high-resolution methods for measuring in vivo binding has made it difficult to critically assess CLIP data for systematic biases or sources of false positives and false negatives. Previous studies have shown that CLIP favors U-rich sequences, because uridines form RNA-protein crosslinks more readily than other bases (Sugimoto et al., 2012) . Coloring 6mers according to the number of Us that they contained in the plot of RBFOX2 CLIP S/B against RBNS R values revealed a group of 6mers with high U content (≥ 4 U out of 6) at the top center of the distribution with high CLIP S/B but no significant RBNS enrichment (Fig. 6A) . By contrast, the remainder of 6mers with high CLIP S/B also had significant positive RBNS R values and contained moderate numbers of Us (usually 1 or 2). This observation and the systematic trend for higher iCLIP S/B values to be associated with higher U content ( Fig. 6A; right) suggested that U-richness systematically and substantially enhances detection by CLIP, to an extent that essentially nonspecific (low specificity) protein-RNA interactions may be detected in contexts that are sufficiently U-rich.
To determine the extent to which CLIP+/RBNS− motifs result from binding to U-rich sequences near authentic RBFOX motifs, we analyzed the sequences surrounding crosslinked CLIP+/RBNS− motifs (Fig. 6B) . While we observed a ~2-fold increase in GCAUG motifs near these sites (within 40 nt) relative to uncrosslinked occurrences of these motifs, presence of a nearby GCAUG motif was observed for only ~15% of crosslinked sites associated with CLIP+/RBNS− motifs (Fig. 6B) . These data suggest that some CLIP signal for such motifs comes from binding to nearby canonical motifs, but that most such binding derives from crosslinking of protein that is associated with RNA non-specifically or via interaction with other RBPs.
To assess the splicing activity of motifs detected exclusively by CLIP, we compared the splicing regulatory activity of three sets of motifs: (i) 6mers with high CLIP S/B, but low RBNS R values (the CLIP+/RBNS− set); (ii) 6mers with significant RBNS R values and CLIP S/B values in the same range as the previous set (CLIP+/RBNS+); and (iii) a negative control group of sequences that lacked enrichment by CLIP or RBNS (CLIP−/RBNS−) (Fig.  6A) . Comparing the splicing regulation of cassette exons whose downstream introns contain 6mers from each set revealed a clear pattern: exons associated with the CLIP+/RBNS+ set had significantly higher MZ scores than those associated with either control 6mers, or with CLIP+/RBNS− 6mers. Furthermore, the CLIP+/RBNS set was no more likely to be associated with high MZ values than the control set (Fig. 6C) . Thus, no evidence was found that the CLIP+/RBNS− set of motifs has regulatory activity. Instead, the simplest explanation is that these motifs result from transient nonspecific interactions of protein with RNA, with U-rich sequences preferentially captured relative to other nonspecifically bound RNAs. This analysis shows that RBNS can provide information useful for interpretation of CLIP-Seq data. On the other hand, the observation that essentially all significant RBNS 6mers also had high CLIP S/B values argues against the existence of a class of CLIPinvisible (.g., uncrosslinkable) RNA motifs, at least for RBFOX2.
RBNS motifs are conserved across mammals
Motifs that contribute to regulation of conserved alternative splicing events should often be evolutionarily conserved, and the canonical binding motifs of RBFOX2, MBNL1 and CELF1 are highly conserved in introns flanking alternative exons and in 3′ UTRs (Daughters et al., 2009; Merkin et al., 2012; Sugnet et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008) . Adapting a method previously developed to assess conservation of microRNA target sites in mRNAs (Friedman et al., 2009) , we assessed the conservation of significant RBFOX2 RBNS motifs in orthologous UTRs of 23 mammalian species. UTRs were chosen over introns because they can be more reliably aligned in most cases. For this analysis, we calculated for each 6mer the fraction of its occurrences in conserved introns that were evolutionarily conserved over at least a minimum evolutionary branch length (the "signal"). We measured a similar fraction for a cohort of control 6mers matched for genomic abundance, C+G% and CpG dinucleotide content, defining the mean conserved fraction over these control 6mers as the "background". For RBFOX motifs, almost all 6mers containing the canonical GCAUG 5mer had conservation signal:background (S:B) ratio significantly above 1, indicating preferential conservation (Fig. 6D) . Furthermore, 6mers containing the alternative motif GCACG had S:B values nearly as high, further supporting the in vivo regulatory function of this motif. Some but not all of the remaining RBNS motifs also had significant S:B values, supporting function. No significant conservation was detected for the set of CLIP+/RBNS− 6mers (Fig. 6E) , consistent with lack of regulatory activity. By contrast, the set of CLIP+/RBNS+ motifs matched for CLIP density showed significant conservation (Fig. 6E) .
Discussion
Here we have described a method, RBNS, and associated analytical approaches, that provides comprehensive and quantitative information about the spectrum of RNA motifs bound by an RBP. As affinities for all kmers are assessed simultaneously, this approach may prove attractive as an alternative to traditional low-throughput quantitative methods. To address more targeted questions related to specific RBPs, various details of the RBNS experimental setup could be varied, including the length or composition of the input RNA or the presence of additional protein factors that is hypothesized to cooperate or compete with the protein being pulled down. Instead of random RNA, total cellular RNA, mRNA or RNA immunoprecipitaed with an RBP could be used to limit sampled sequences to potential in vivo binding sites. This approach could enable detection of binding to sites with complex architecture engineered by evolution, but would substantially reduce sequence diversity, limiting the power to analyze binding to longer motifs or effects of RNA structure. Current sequencing technologies limit motif size to about 10 bases, but there are strategies to circumvent these limits (Supp. Methods).
Complexity of RNA binding affinity spectra
The depth of data generated in this approach yields information across a broad range of binding affinities, particularly when several RBP concentrations are used, enabling detection of weaker but significant motifs, such as GCACG for RBFOX2. For this particular example, the structure of the RBFOX1 RRM domain (which is identical to that of RBFOX2) has been solved by NMR, in complex with RNA representing canonical motif, UGCAUG (Auweter et al., 2006) . The substitution of U for C in the fifth position of the 6mer would not introduce a steric clash, and one of the two hydrogen bonds that RBFOX1 makes with U5 would be preserved with a C in this position (Auweter et al., 2006) . Together, these observations suggest that RBFOX proteins can bind GCACG in a manner similar to their binding of GCAUG, albeit with somewhat lower affinity. These observations, and similar results for a variety of variants of classical CELF1 and MBNL1 motifs, lead us to conclude that RBPs often have rather complex RNA binding affinity spectra, often centered on core dinucleotides, such as the GUs and GCs present in CELF1 and MBNL1 motifs, respectively. We also found that GCACG motifs are bound in vivo, and are associated with sequence conservation and splicing regulatory activity to an extent similar to canonical motifs. These and similar observations for a variety of variant CELF1 and MBNL1 motifs argue that secondary motifs with affinities within an order of magnitude or so of the optimal motif often play conserved roles in splicing regulation.
We envision several types of applications for RBNS and the resulting data. These applications include modeling and predicting changes in RBP occupancy and regulatory activity in response to changes in RBP abundance or activity occurring during development, between cell types, or in different cell states (e.g., EMT, disease versus normal), and predicting the regulatory consequences of genetic variation (e.g., disease gene mutations or polymorphisms) on RBP binding and regulatory activity. For these applications, the quantitative precision of the F i and K d values from the SKA algorithm may prove useful. Other potential applications include understanding the influence of RNA secondary structure on RBP binding and function, and interpreting CLIP-Seq data. These last two applications are discussed below.
Effects of structure on RNA binding
The impact of RNA structure on protein-RNA interactions can be inferred using RBNS. For RBFOX2 and CELF1, both of which bind RNA through RRM domains, our RNA folding analyses suggested strong preferences for binding of single-stranded RNA. Analysis of MBNL1, which binds RNA through zinc fingers, revealed a strong preference for unpaired Us but no significant bias for or against unpaired G and C bases in UGC-containing motifs, suggesting either that MBNL can melt paired GC dinucleotides or that it can recognize them even when they are base-paired. CUG repeat RNA, which is tightly bound by MBNL proteins both in vitro and in vivo (Teplova and Patel, 2008)Kino, 2004 #191; Fardaei, 2001 #317}, crystallizes as a hairpin with paired GCs separated by unpaired U-U bulges (Mooers et al., 2005) , consistent with the pattern of MBNL binding preferences observed here. Intron 4 of cardiac troponin T (cTNT), a well-characterized MBNL binding and regulatory target, also contains multiple paired GCs flanked by unpaired pyrimidine bulges (Warf and Berglund, 2007) . Consistently, biochemical evidence has shown that MBNL binds with high affinity to pairs of GC dinucleotides with a wide range (~1-15 bases) of intervening pyrimidine bases (Goers et al., 2010 ) Cass, 2011 . This structural signature is consistent with RNA looping around MBNL proteins such that different zinc fingers interact with different GCs. RNA looping as a mechanism of RNA recognition has been proposed for PTB (Oberstrass et al., 2005; Perez et al., 1997) and is also consistent with the crystal structure of MBNL1 zinc fingers 3 and 4 (Teplova and Patel, 2008) .
RBNS enhances interpretation of CLIP data
RBNS appears to yield a less biased portrait of the spectrum of RNA motifs bound by an RBP than do methods based on UV crosslinking, making it a useful complement to CLIPbased methods (including iCLIP and PAR-CLIP). The subset of CLIP-enriched motifs that were not detected by RBNS lacked evidence of regulatory activity or sequence conservation, arguing that they do not reflect biologically relevant binding. In practice, when crosslinking to a CLIP+/RBNS− motif that is located in close proximity to a CLIP+/RBNS+ motif is observed, our analyses imply that in most cases this binding should be attributed to the CLIP +/RBNS+ motif. Applying this sort of correction automatically might improve inference of regulatory elements. When comparing the extent of binding to two or more different regions, we expect that RBNS affinities could be used to correct for the crosslinking bias inherent in CLIP and improve the accuracy of quantitation.
Experimental Procedures
Cloning, expression and purification of proteins Full length CELF1, MBNL1 (1-260), and RBFOX2 (100-194) were cloned downstream of a GST-SBP tandem affinity tag. Both truncated MBNL1 and RBFOX2 constructs contain all RNA binding domains, including all four MBNL1 Zinc finger domains and RBFOX2's single RNA recognition motif (RRM). The proteins were recombinantly expressed, purified via the GST tag and the GST tag cleaved off with Prescission protease (GE).
RBNS
RBNS was performed after purifying a given RBP and in vitro transcribing RBNS input RNA, experimental details can be found in supplemental methods. 7-10 concentrations of RBP, including a no RBP condition was equilibrated in Binding buffer for 30 minutes at room temperature or 37 degrees in the case of RBFOX RBNS. RBNS input random RNA was then added to a final concentration of 1uM with 40 U of Superasin (Ambion) and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature or 37 degrees. To pull down tagged RBP and interacting RNA each RNA/protein solution was then added to 1 mg of washed streptavidin magnetic beads and incubated for one hour. Unbound RNA was removed from the beads and the beads were washed once with 1 mL of wash buffer. The beads were incubated at 70 degrees for 10 minutes in 100 uL of elution buffer (10mM tris pH 7.0, 1mM EDTA, 1%SDS) and the eluted material collected. Bound RNA was extracted, reverse transcribed into cDNA, and then amplified by PCR. See Supplemental methods for a more detailed description of the RBNS protocol
R values
Motif R values were calculated as the motif frequency in the RBP-selected pool over the frequency in the input RNA library. Frequencies were controlled for respective library read depth. R values were considered significant if greater than 2 standard deviations from the mean. The rate of kmer enrichment in the no protein condition, relative to the input library was defined as the FDR.
SKA analysis
The streaming kmer assignment algorithm is described in Supplemental Methods. See also Figures S2 and S3 .
Monotonicity Z-scores
Each of the eight RNA-seq libraries was mapped to the mouse genome (mm9) with Tophat and the alternative splicing of skipped exon (SE) events was analyzed with MISO (Katz et al., 2010) as follows. Significantly changing (Bayes factor ≥ 5.0) events were identified from all pairwise comparisons between the libraries. The difference between the number of comparisons where the higher RBFOX concentration showed significantly more inclusion and the number where the lower RBFOX concentration showed more inclusion was calculated for all events. For each skipped exon event the monotonicity score was defined to be the Z score of this difference out of a control set of differences generated by shuffling the order of the RBFOX concentration datasets.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
Highlights
• RBNS is a method for comprehensive, quantitative mapping of RNA binding specificity
• RBNS identifies motifs recognized by RBFOX2, CELF1 and MBNL1 proteins
• RNA structure inhibits binding, except MBNL1 tolerates G/C pairing in UGC motifs
• RBNS distinguishes subsets of functional and non-functional CLIP-seq motifs The RBP is pulled down using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and the associated RNA is sequenced. The counts of sequences in this library are used to estimate proportions of bound RNA molecules, in comparison to input RNA, which is also sequenced. B. Stacked histogram showing the distribution of RBNS R values of all RNA 6mers in the RBFOX2 experiment at a protein concentration of 365 nM. 6mers that contain specific 5mers, whether significant or not are shown in red or orange; other 6mers are colored based on whether their R value is at least 2 SD above the mean (purple), or not (gray). A log scale is used for the Y-axis. C. As in B), but shows distribution of R values for all 7mers for CELF1 at a protein concentration of 64 nM. D. As in C), but shows distribution of all 7mers for MBNL1 at a concentration of 250 nM. E. Visualization of CELF1 binding preferences. The sequence content (displayed as a pictogram with letter height proportional to frequency), and estimated bound fraction of four groups of 7mer motifs are shown. The top 50 7mers were grouped and aligned based on their content and spacing of GU submotifs (Fig. S1D) . F. Visualization of the Mbnl1 binding preferences. As in E) but based on the top 50 7mer motifs for MBNL1, grouped by spacing of GC submotifs (alignments shown in Fig. S1E ). See also Figure S1 . A. Using rnafold, the average P paired value across the bases in each instance of the indicated motif was used to assign each motif occurrence to one of the 5 P paired bins indicated, and an R value was calculated at each RBP concentration for each bin as the frequency in the selected library divided by that in the input library. R values are shown for several concentrations of the three proteins, with asterisks indicating statistical significance (Z score > 2, P < 0.05) between adjacent structure bins (Methods). B. The ratio of the mean value of P paired in the bound library to that in the input control library is plotted on a log scale. Z scores were calculated for each selected library. Asterisks indicate bases where every selected library had |Z-score| > 2 (P < 0.05). C. As in (B) for GCUU motifs located within 130 bases downstream of alternative exons of different evolutionary ages normalized to GCUU motifs in introns downstream of constitutive exons (Merkin et al., 2012) . Error bars show SEM and asterisks indicate significance by Wilcoxon rank-sum test (* P < 0.05, *** P < 0.001). C. Distribution of RBFOX2 monotonicity Z-scores (Methods) versus RBFOX2 RBNS R values for all 6mers. MZ scores were calculated for 1442 skipped exons in mESC-expressed genes using the Rbfox2 perturbation system shown in A). For each 6mer, the average MZ score of all exons which had the 6mer in the first 200 bases of the downstream intron was calculated. Coloring as in Figure 5 . RBNS-enriched 6mers had significantly higher MZ scores than unenriched 6mers (KS test, p=2e-7). See also Figure S6 . 
